About Nutshell Conferences

For the last 17 years, we are in the business of convening, attracting,
harnessing and sharing excellence. The way we think, excellence a
practice to innovate, and pivot to new paradigms. To put it in a nutshell,
we strive every day to curate and convene stories of excellence from near
and far, across businesses & economy, for the greater good of
communities and this planet at large.
For us, this pandemic has provided an impetus for our spirit to forge
ahead. As we see the splendor of our trademark physical summits fall to
the wayside, we found ourselves taking our irst steps into meeting
friends through virtual meetings, and found that we were undaunted by
the unfamiliarity. The virtual conference design has opened new horizons
for our business, underscored by agility and perseverance, and belief that
our work is more relevant today than ever before, to transcend geography,
and has accelerated our eﬀorts for diversity, outreach, and impact.
The year 2020 has been crucial for us to build our legacy of striving, of
persistence, of innate agility in an uncertain world. We believe we are now
perfectly poised to create a synergy between a safe return to physical
conferences, and virtual forums in an inclusive format, aligned with our
mission to convene journeys of excellence.
We cherish our learnings from a series of successes, in a varying economic
climate, and have established ourselves as a trusted name in oﬀering
customized conference management, global business summits, and
enriching conversations. Nutshell Conferences is committed in creating a
diﬀerence with excellence at its heart. We believe this is our moment to
play our part in history, where we see the people around us needing
builders of bridges, of consensus, of human connections.
Nutshell Conferences remains committed to its role as a connector and
bringing together leading minds and hearts of the world. We believe life is
a team sport, and this is our moment.

Founder’s Message

At Nutshell Conferences we get into the broad strokes and ine print of
making the world a better place through reinvention of the old paradigm
that has increasingly proved unsustainable because of its in lexible
reliance on methods and practices that have outlived their utility and are
not feasible now. While cumbersome, overextended supply chains are
taking hit in the post-COVID-19 “New Normal”, and countries are looking
inward to build self-reliance and consolidate their production base under
one roof, the fact remains that globalization has come to stay, though
maybe in slightly diﬀerent format, with an urgent need for crisp and clear
communication that articulates the viewpoint of thought leaders from
around the world on lagged issues that clamor for immediate attention.
The maximization mantra has given way to a cry for optimization. Global
warming-induced climate change unites the world today as never before.
Our wasteful ways have fueled the ires of inequality, making large swathes
of humanity vulnerable in the extreme to unprecedented precipitation,
violent storms, heatwaves, food scarcity, and rising sea levels.
The post-COVID-19 period promises a vast ocean of uncharted waters.
Nutshell Conferences is primed to navigate successfully the new emergent
paradigms, staﬀed by a crew that gives agility a new meaning both at the
mental and physical levels.
The business demands are immense to reinvent and preempt disruptions
before they occur, harnessing Arti icial Intelligence and taking business
forecasting to new heights in the gaining of competitive advantage on a
dynamic playing ield where change is the only constant. The Human
Factor commands an all-time high premium, more so now than ever
before. The crew at Nutshell Conferences promises to provide its clients
with just the kind of competitive advantage crucial to the attainment of
success.
Muhammad Azfar Ahsan
Founder & Chairman, Nutshell Conferences
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Prof. Tyler Cowen
Holbert L. Harris Chair of Economics,
George Mason University, USA

Prof. Tyler Cowen is Holbert L. Harris Chair of Economics, George Mason
University. He serves as chairman and faculty director of the Mercatus Center at
George Mason University. He received his Ph.D. in economics from Harvard
University in 1987.
His book "The Great Stagnation: How America Ate the Low-Hanging Fruit of
Modern History, Got Sick, and Will (Eventually) Feel Better" was a New York Times
best-seller. He was recently named in an "Economist" poll as one of the most
in luential economists of the last decade and several years ago Bloomberg
BusinessWeek dubbed him "America's Hottest Economist.”
"Foreign Policy" magazine named him one of its "Top 100 Global Thinkers" of
2011. He also co-writes a blog at www.marginalrevolution.com, runs a podcast
series called "Conversations with Tyler", and he has co-founded an on-line
economics education project, MRUniversity.com.
Cowen writes the "Economic Scene" column for The New York Times, and since
July 2016 has been a regular opinion columnist at Bloomberg View. He also writes
for such publications as Wall Street Journal, Forbes, Newsweek, The New
Republic, and Wilson Quarterly.

Shelley Zalis
Founder & CEO,
The Female Quotient, USA

Shelley Zalis is an internationally-renowned thought leader for advancing equality
in the workplace. As the irst female chief executive of a company ranked in the
research industry's Top 25, she changed the game, helped elevate feminine
strengths in the workplace, and has devoted herself to becoming a mentor and
role model to women and leaders in her industry.
Today, as CEO of The Female Quotient, Zalis is advancing gender equality across
industries with the Girls' Lounge: a pop-up experience at conferences across the
globe, such as The World Economic Forum, Cannes Lions, and the Consumer
Electronics Show, as well as within companies.
She is also leading initiatives within corporations by activating solutions for
change with The Female Quotient's Equality Bootcamps. Zalis is an admired
speaker and member of the Washington Speakers Bureau, as well as a skilled
moderator who has interviewed in luencers such as Katie Couric, Halle Berry,
Gwyneth Paltrow, Sheryl Sandberg, Arianna Huf ington, and others on topics
related to equality and leadership.

John Andrews
Contributing Editor, The Economist &
Author of "The World in Con lict:
Understanding the World's Troublespots"

John Andrews is a veteran political journalist and author. He is a senior editor for
Project Syndicate and a contributing editor for The Economist, the prestigious
weekly newspaper. In his role as conference chairman for a variety of
international conferences and the TV interviewer for the annual World Policy
Conference, he regularly interacts with prominent igures in politics, business, and
economics; e.g. Jean-Claude Trichet, former governor of the European Central
Bank; Prince Turki Al-Faisal, former head of Saudi Arabia's intelligence agency;
Lionel Zinsou, prime minister of Benin; Alassane Ouattara, President of Cô te
d'Ivoire; Mario Monti, former prime minister of Italy; and Elisabeth Guigou,
president of the foreign aﬀairs commission of France's Assemblé e Nationale.
He is the author of a new book entitled The World in Con lict: understanding the
world's trouble spots, a comprehensive and penetrating analysis of present-day
war and terrorism published by Pro ile Books under The Economist imprint. He is
also the co-editor of Megachange: The World in 2050, which examines the key
developments that will determine our future.
As well as being, for many years, one of The Economist's most experienced foreign
correspondents, he co-edited its annual forward-looking magazine, The World in
the magazine. Throughout his 25-year career with The Economist, he has been
Deputy Editor of The World-in, West Coast Editor in the USA, Paris Bureau Chief,
Washington Correspondent, EU Correspondent, Asia Editor, China Editor,
Southeast Asia Editor, and Industry Editor, making him one of The Economist's
most respected names. John has covered the world's emerging markets, including
China, Hong Kong, and South East –Asia and therefore written and commented on
a host of key events that have unfolded over the years, bearing witness to the rise
of the Asian economies and key events in the Asian region, like the tragic events of
Tiananmen Square. Before The Economist, he was a journalist with The Guardian
and based in Beirut with NBC covering the Middle East region.
John Andrews speaks at a range of business conferences and economic gatherings.
These have included The Milken Institute Global Conference, International Luxury
Travel Market (ILTM) as well as numerous events run by Economist Conferences.
He graduated in Classical and Modern Arabic from Cambridge University and
speaks luent Arabic and French and is based in the United Kingdom and France.

Edie Rodriguez
American Businesswoman &
Board Member, RAND Corporation, USA

Edie Rodriguez is an American businesswoman who works in executive
leadership in global and luxury travel, technology, sales, and marketing. She
served as Ponant Americas Brand Chairman and Corporate Special Advisor for
Ponant Cruises. Ponant is the world's leading luxury expedition cruise line with
destinations to all seven continents and is owned by the multibillion-dollar
Groupe Artemis.
Until September 2017, Rodriguez was the CEO and president of Crystal Luxury
Corporation, Ltd.– Crystal Cruises. The World's Most Luxurious Hospitality and
Lifestyle Brand Portfolio™ whose holdings include Crystal Cruises, The World's
Most Awarded Luxury Cruise Line™, Crystal Yacht Expedition Cruises, Crystal
River Cruises, The World's Only Luxury River Cruise Line™, Crystal Luxury Air, a
private jet charter service, Crystal AirCruises featuring lavish 15 to 29-day global
adventures in the extreme comfort of a Boeing 777, and Crystal Exclusive Class™
ships with Crystal Residences. Following the acquisition of Crystal Cruises by
Genting Hong Kong in May 2015, she was promoted to CEO and President of
Crystal Cruises and served in this capacity until September 2017.
Under her helm, Crystal debuted the irst of four new luxury river ships in August
2017; the launch of Crystal AirCruises on the company's new Boeing 777 in
August 2017 to serve the private charter market; and the upcoming launch of
three polar class expedition mega-yachts.
Rodriguez was named 2017 Entrepreneur of the Year by Ernst & Young in Florida
and will now move on to the esteemed National Award for the Entrepreneur of the
Year program. Rodriguez was recognized as a "WaveMaker" by Afar Magazine as
one of ten visionaries making travel better and selected as one of the most
in luential people in travel in 2016 by the editors of TravelPulse.com. Rodriguez
sits on the Board of Directors for the Cruise Line Industry Association, Robb
Report's Private Aviation Board, and Air France's Advisory Board for French
Tourism.
As a "mobile global" CEO, Rodriguez operates the exponentially growing company
from destinations all over the world.

Dr. Ebrahim Khalifa Al Dossary
Adviser to the Prime Minister of Bahrain
& Chairman, IFTDO

Dr. Ebrahim Khalifa Al Dossary is Adviser to the Prime Minister of Bahrain &
Chairman of IFTDO - International Federation of Training & Development
Organizations.
Dr. Al Dossary is a respected leader in the ield of management in the Arab world.
He is one of the unique Bahrainis who have worked extremely hard on people
Development not only in Bahrain or GCC but also globally. Dr. Al Dossary has been
awarded many times for his Noble beliefs in Human Resource Development.
Playing a key role as Director General and Adviser to the Prime Minister of the
Kingdom of Bahrain - HRH the Prince Sheikh Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa, Dr. Al
Dossary is also prominent in the business sector as Chairman, CEO, and Board
member with many major institutions and public shareholding companies in
Bahrain.
He was awarded the "Sheikh Issa bin Salman National Medal" by the King of
Bahrain and a medal awarded by IFTDO. Dr. Al Dossary is the Member Board of
Trustees of the Arabian Society for Human Resource Management (ASHRM).
Based in ARAMCO Saudi Arabia and staﬀed by nationals, ASHRM is the world's
irst and only society dedicated to the development of HR professionals in the
Arab world.
A founding member of Arab Management Association, Bahrain Management
Society, and Bahrain Society for Training & Development and currently Chief
Executive and Advisor to the Board of Bahrain Society for Training &
Development, Dr. Al Dossary was the irst Gulf national ever to be appointed as
President of the International Federation for Training & Development
Organizations - IFTDO (currently represents more than 500,000 professionals in
over 30 countries). He also served as the Chairman of IFTDO and currently, he is a
Board member of IFTDO. A much-respected igure for his forthright and
uncompromising stance and with a passion for developing human potential, Dr. Al
Dossary completed his BSC in Industrial Management, and his Ph.D. from
Middlesex, UK.

Prof. Dr. Wendy Cukier,
Professor of IT Management, Ted Rogers
School of Management, Ryerson University
& Founder, Diversity Institute, Canada

Prof. Dr. Wendy Cukier is a Professor of IT Management, Ted Rogers School of
Management, Ryerson University & Founder, Diversity Institute, Canada.
During her ive-year term as Ryerson University's Vice-President of Research and
Innovation, Wendy Cukier transformed her unit to support the growth of research
and to promote innovation and commercialization. Dr. Cukier lead the
development of large institutional projects and proposals. Previously, she was the
irst Associate Dean of the Ted Rogers School of Management, leading the
development of new MBA programs, dramatically expanding research activities,
and gaining accreditation by the Association for the Advancement of Collegiate
Schools of Business. She continues to teach and mentor students in several
programs at Ryerson University.
Dr. Cukier is one of Canada's leading experts in disruptive technologies,
innovation processes, and diversity. She began her career working in technology
forecasting with the Institute for the Future (Menlo Park) and Don Tapscott
among others and remains interested in emerging technologies, their diﬀusion,
and impact. Dr. Cukier is the Founder and Director of Ryerson University's
Diversity Institute, which she founded in 1999 and has led projects aimed at
promoting the participation and advancement of underrepresented groups.
Wendy Cukier is a well-regarded champion of social justice, she has studied
models of change and pioneered the adaptation of ecological models of complex
systems change. She is a recipient of the Governor General's Meritorious Cross,
one of Canada's highest civilian honors. She was also named one of the University
of Toronto's 100 Alumni Who Shaped the Century, was selected in 2013 as one of
Canada's Top 25 Women of In luence and in 2010 was selected as one of 25
Transformational Canadians by The Globe and Mail, La Presse and CTV. More
recently, she received the Black Business Professional Association's Harry Jerome
Diversity Award and The Canada Pakistan Business Council's Professional of the
Year Award.

Prof. Sohail Inayatullah
Inaugural UNESCO Chair in Future Studies,
UNESCO & USIM & Professor, Tamkang University,
Taipei & Associate, Melbourne Business School

Prof. Sohail Inayatullah is the UNESCO Chair in Futures Studies at USIM, Malaysia.
He is a political scientist/futurist at Tamkang University, Taipei; an Associate at
Melbourne Business School, the University of Melbourne; and an Adjunct
Professor at the University of the Sunshine Coast, Australia. From 2011-2014, he
was Adjunct Professor at the Centre for policing, counter-terrorism, and
intelligence, Macquarie University, Sydney. In 1999, he was the UNESCO Chair in
European Studies at the University of Trier, Germany. He is the co-director of
Metafuture.org, a global think-tank.
Inayatullah has authored and co-edited twenty-four books. His articles have been
translated into a variety of languages, including Catalan, Spanish, Urdu, Hindi,
Bengali, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Indonesian, Farsi, Arabic, and Mandarin.
He received his doctorate from the University of Hawaii in 1990. In March 2011,
he received an honorary doctorate from the University Sains Malaysia, Penang.
In the past year, among other groups, Sohail has addressed or conducted foresight
workshops for the Bangladesh Government, Ministry of Health (in association
with the Rockefeller Foundation); Ergon Energy; BUPA Health Insurance;
Queensland Government Smart Services Division; The Local Government
Managers Association, Queensland; The New South Wales Department of Local
Government, the Victorian Government, Department of Justice; The Victoria
Leadership Forum; the Australian Government Department of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Forestry (workshops in Vietnam, Indonesia, and Canberra,
Australia); the Executive Challenge Academy, Brisbane; Suncorp Bank, Brisbane;
The Australian Government National Mineral Visions 2040, Brisbane; the
Canadian Police College, Ottawa; Health Canada, Ottawa; Fore-Can: Foresight for
Canadian Animal Health, Ottawa; Government of Canada, Policy Research
Institute, Ottawa.

Asma Bajawa
Founder & Managing Director,
PeopleFirst Middle East

Asma Bajawa is the Founder and Managing Director of PeopleFirst HR
Consultancy which is one of the leading HR consultancies across the GCC and
wider Middle East region. Born and bred in the UK, Asma is a seasoned HR
professional with 37 years of international experience gained in the UK, the
Middle East, and South Asia region.
Asma has extensive experience across all aspects of HR and has successfully led
several large-scale transformation projects for high pro ile organizations within
the government, semi-government, and the private sector. Asma started her
career with British Airways PLC where she spent 22 years working in diﬀerent
aspects of the business including several front-line roles and key management
positions. In 2005, Asma moved to the UAE, where she held several HR
Directorship roles before setting up PeopleFirst HR Consultancy which is now an
international award-winning consultancy.
Prior to setting up PeopleFirst, Asma played a pivotal role in leading the HR
transformation of Abu Dhabi Airport Management Company as it transitioned
from a government entity to a joint stock semi-private company. She was also
instrumental in the launch of ‘du’ Telecommunications company (UAE) where she
was responsible for all aspects of attracting talent and building the HR framework
ready for entry to the market.
Her business acumen, enthusiasm, and ability to understand and work
successfully with diﬀerent cultures has helped her to build a strong reputation
across the region and has gained the respect of many senior executives and board
members across a wide range of industry sectors. Asma is respected as an HR
professional who is able to challenge and in luence strategic decisions at a
leadership level Her ability to raise HR’s pro ile in numerous organizations is
testimony to her understanding of how HR really adds value to a business.
Asma is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Personnel Development UK (FCIPD)
and has an MBA from Kingston University UK.

Prof. Michael Sung
Co-Director, Fintech Research Center,
Fanhai International School of Finance,
Fudan University

Prof. Michael Sung is a founding co-director of the Fintech Research Center at the
Fanhai International School of Finance at Fudan University. Prof. Sung is also a
technology venture builder and investor, having founded various companies over
the years in diverse high-tech industries ranging from AI, blockchain,
semiconductor, and new materials industries.
His applied research includes Fintech policy, crypto-economics, asset-backed
securitization, as well as inance and business model innovation associated with
crypto token economies. Besides, Prof. Sung is focused on developing inance
innovation policy as faculty at the Chinese Institute of Economics and Finance, a
national-level think tank for the central government. Prof. Sung received his Ph.D.
in EECS at the MIT Media Lab/Computer Science and Arti icial Intelligence
Laboratory as well as a graduate inancial engineering degree from MIT Sloan
Business School.

Julia Middleton
Founder, Common Purpose UK &
Author of “Beyond Authority:
Leadership in a Changing World”

Julia is passionate about helping people from all backgrounds to develop as
leaders and make an active and tangible contribution to their communities and
wider society. Julia is the author of two bestselling books: Beyond Authority and
Cultural Intelligence. In the autumn of 1989, Julia founded Common Purpose,
which has grown to be one of the biggest leadership development organizations in
the world. Julia stepped down from the position of Chief Executive in 2019.
Julia continues to support Common Purpose as a volunteer. In April 2020 she
launched Women Emerging from Isolation which she now leads. Julia is also a
member of the Advisory Group of Common Purpose in Pakistan and is a Patron for
Common Purpose of the Europe101 initiative.
She is on the board and chairs the investment committee of Alfanar (delivering
Venture Philanthropy in the Arab World), is on the International Advisory Council
for Fundaçã o Dom Cabral (a business school in Brazil), is a Senior Fellow of
Babson College, is a trustee of The Wren Project (supporting people with
autoimmune conditions) and is a Goodwill Ambassador of the Aurora Forum (a
global humanitarian initiative run out of Armenia).
Julia was born in London and educated at French Lycé es around the world. She
worked for the Industrial Society after receiving an economics degree from the
London School of Economics. She is married and has ive children, one daughter in
law, one son in law and one granddaughter.

Ralph Simon
Founder & CEO,
Mobilium Global Limited, UK

Ralph Simon has enjoyed a spectacular 30+ year career in a variety of prominent
ields: social media & entertainment, mobile smartphone technology, commerce &
content, Exponential Medicine & personalized health (with Singularity
University), The "Global Education Moonshot" partnership with the iconic global
educator, Esther Wojcicki, author of "How to Raise Successful People" that teaches
future skills, world-wide, to students, under-graduates, job-seekers, parents &
users of Arti icial Intelligence.
Ralph is one of the founders of the global mobile entertainment & mobile social
media industry, a visionary & consistent innovator, and popularly known as "the
father of the ring tone". His relentless curiosity & search for the world's smartest
new mobile & wireless media Innovation, creative VR, AI.
He is consistently developing new technologies to enhance business and
commerce, and also personalized health, medical care & historical, media &
entertainment content. One such new development area is the creation of life-like
hologram technologies that allow for the creation of live performances by famous
(sometimes deceased) personalities, such as Mohammed Ra i, Whitney Houston &
legendary cricketers.
Simon also serves on the Executive Board Member & Global juror for the World
Summit Awards (in association with the United Nations); he is a special advisor to
the GSM Association who organizes the Mobile World Congress conventions in
Barcelona, Los Angeles & Shanghai. He is responsible for curing & programming
some of the world's most important start-up & future tech gatherings worldwide,
and co-founder of the Global Moonshot for Education with legendary Silicon
Valley educator, Esther Wojcicki. Founder & Chairman of Mobilium Global, the
'international cool hunters', Ralph is based in London, but most of the time, on a
plane to somewhere, relentlessly seeking out what's coming next from all over the
world. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts (FRSA) in the UK & the National
Academy of Recorded Arts & Sciences (NARAS) in the USA.

Dina H. Sherif
Senior Lecturer, MIT Sloan School of Management &
Executive Director, MIT Legatum Center for
Development & Entrepreneurship

Dina Sherif is currently a Senior Lecturer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s
Sloan School of Management where she also acts as Executive Director of the MIT
Legatum Center for Development and Entrepreneurship. Dina is also a Founding Partner
of Cairo based Ahead of the Curve, which is the Arab region’s leading irm on issues
related to sustainable business growth and impact driven entrepreneurship. Most
recently, Dina joined Disruptech, Egypt’s irst Fintech focused venture capital fund as a
Partner, pursuing her passion in building a fund that will support technology being used
as a critical tool in creating inancial inclusion for a largely unbanked population, most
speci ically women.
Dina is currently a member of the Special Presidential Advisory Council for Economic
Development reporting to the President of Egypt; a Global Advisory Board Member in
the Eisenhower Fellowships; a member of the Board of Qalaa Holding, a member of the
Board of Smart Medical Services, and a member of the Board of EducateMe.
Dina has been lead author of several publications including the book From Charity to
Social Change: Trends in Arab Philanthropy and key reports such as the 2015 UNDP
Business Solutions Report and the irst of its kind 7 country study on trends in
responsible business practice in the Arab region, in addition to other key policy pieces
and blogs on the importance of entrepreneurship and impact investing to building more
sustainable and inclusive societies.
Formerly, Dina was a Senior Advisor to Ashoka, providing support to their Global
Venture / Fellowship Support arm and helping them reimagine new ways to identify the
world’s leading social innovators. She also held the endowed Willard Brown Chair for
International Business at the American University in Cairo (AUC), where she was also the
Founding Director of their Center for Entrepreneurship. During the time she held the
Brown Chair, Dina also taught classes on social entrepreneurship and business
ethics.Prior to the above, Dina helped establish the John D. Gerhart Center for
Philanthropy and Civic Engagement at AUC.
Dina holds a Masters of Public Administration and Management from the Harvard
Kennedy School, an MA in Economic Development Studies from the American University
in Cairo, and a BA in Political Science and International Relations from the American
University in Cairo. She is also a graduate of the non-credit leadership program delivered
by THNK School for Creative Leadership in Amsterdam.

Prof. Francis Davis
Professor of Public Policy, University of
Birmingham & Visiting Professorial Fellow,
University of Oxford, UK

Professor Francis Davis is a Professor of Public Policy and Communities at the
University of Birmingham and Visiting Professorial Fellow at the University of
Oxford UK. He works at the intersection of business, government, and civil society
internationally – most recently in South Asia, Africa, and the US - and has held
ministerial and Cabinet-level advisory roles under three UK governments
centered on economic and social inclusion and inclusive growth.
Francis has held private sector and public sector executive and non-executive
leadership roles most especially in the health, social care, impact investing, and
personal inance sectors and is, additionally, an award-winning social
entrepreneur. His media contributions and appearances have included The Straits
Times, Al Jazeera, BBC World, BBC Radio 4, the London Times, and national
broadcasters including the US, France, Italy, Germany, and the UK. Recent speaking
engagements in Islamabad, Washington DC, Brussels, Kigali, Lusaka, Dublin, and
the UK parliament.
In his spare time, Francis is a long-distance walker, a journalist writing about
leadership learning and the outdoors, and a Fellow of both the Royal Geographical
Society and the Royal Anthropological Institute. He also volunteers for charities
commemorating the genocides in Srebrenica and Rwanda.

Valentina Qussisiya
CEO, Abdul Hameed Shoman
Foundation (AHSF), Jordan

Valentina Kassisieh, a Jordanian social activist with a focus on community
empowerment and cultural inclusion. She is currently the CEO of Abdul Hameed
Shoman Foundation (AHSF), a non-pro it organization dedicated to investing in
cultural, scienti ic, and social innovation.
Since joining AHSF in 2013, Valentina has transformed the Foundation's strategy
and expanded its role to better impact the cultural scene in Jordan. She has
involved youth and children in all its activities in addition to establishing a grants
scheme to support young and aspiring champions in the ields of culture and
science, as well as an innovation award.
She is also a board member of the Innovative Startups Fund Project (a World Bank
project), and the state TV "Al Mamlaka". She is also a member of the Higher
National Committee for Music, and the national committee charged with
preparing and implementing the strategic framework for media education. She
has sat on several boards such as the National Scienti ic Research Fund, Al- Balqa'
Applied University, and she is a member of the College Council at the faculty of
Arts and Design at the University of Jordan.
Before joining AHSF, Valentina held the position of Director-General of the Jordan
River Foundation where she played a key role in initiating and supporting youth
empowerment, entrepreneurship, and child safety.
Her career spanned the areas of cultural promotion, social development focusing
on poverty alleviation, child protection, economic development, and
women/youth empowerment in addition to management, planning, and
communications.
Valentina holds a Master's degree in management studies with a focus on applying
business process re-engineering on income-generating projects. In 2010,
Valentina was awarded the Eisenhower Fellowship and was named as the 2010
Ward Wheelock Fellow.

Alexander Shulgin
Visionary, Investor, Composer,
Founder & CEO, www.familia.ru, Russia

Alexander Shulgin as a visionary, has more than 15 years of investment and
venture capital experience. He is a unique Russian composer who successfully
combines creative work with business. He eﬀectively manages "GRUPPA
KOMPANIY FAMILIA", (www.familia.ru), which specializes in investment and
venture capital in the blockchain, media, new media, publishing, and
entertainment sectors.
He is one of the founders of the 5 Continent Consulting Group specializing in ITsector, biotechnologies, and inancial management. Partner of the iTech Capital
Fund, which is a major stakeholder of such leading companies as BitFury, Clickky,
Ticketland, AviaSales, QIWI post, SeoPult Group, Garpun, MFM Solution and
others. He founded and runs Rasia Capital - investment boutique with a focus on
Asia. His personal investments are in sectors: Blockchain infrastructure, eSport,
Mixed Reality. Alexander successfully established rASiA.com - networking
platform.
He is one of the main world experts in such topics as Transformation of Global
Economy, Decentralization of Everything, Blockchain technology and MES (Media,
Entertainment, and Sport) sector. He makes foresight speeches at diﬀerent leading
world forums and conferences such as MIPTV, MIPCOM, MIDEM (France), World
Knowledge Forum (Korea), All That Matters (Singapore), Open Innovations
(Moscow) and many others.
Alexander gives lectures at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, HSE France,
Potsdam University in Berlin, Tokyo University and many others. Alexander
served as Member of the Expert Council under the Prime Minister of Russian
Federation (area responsibilities are IT and digital economy). In addition, he is an
accomplished publicist and author. His articles and reports regularly appear in
major Russian media. In 2008, he was awarded the Order of Medal for
Professionalism and Business Reputation.

Lesego Sennelo
Founder & Managing Director,
Gosele Advisory Services, South Africa

Lesego Sennelo is a quali ied Chartered Accountant with vast experience in both
the private and public sectors, spanning over 15 years. She has diverse
professional experience including auditing, inancial management, corporate
governance, strategy development and implementation, project management,
investment management, business development, stakeholder management, and
people management.
Lesego is the Founder and Executive Director of Gosele Advisory Services. She
served as the Managing Director of African Women Chartered Accountants
Investment Holdings (AIH). Lesego's other previous roles include Senior
Management roles in Finance both in the Public and Private Sectors.
She serves as a Non-Executive Director (NED) for Onelogix Group Limited,
Ohorongo Cement, Rede ines Properties Limited, and Reef Tankers. Her prior NED
roles include, among others, Sas in Holdings Limited, Foskor, South African
Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA), AWCA, AWCA Investment Holdings
(AIH), Limpopo Economic Development Agency, and Medshield (Audit
Committee).
Lesego is the immediate past President of the African Women Chartered
Accountants (AWCA) Forum – a forum focused on accelerating the advancement
of African women Chartered Accountants. She is a Member of the International
Women's Forum (IWF), Eisenhower Fellowships, the Aspen Global Leadership
Network, Africa Leadership Initiative, SAICA as well as the Institute of Directors
(IoD).
Lesego is passionate about ethics and governance as well as skills and leadership
development. She has mentored young professionals from various economic
sectors.

Axel Goethals
CEO, European Institute of
Asian Studies, Brussels

Axel Goethals is CEO of the European Institute for Asian Studies (EIAS), a leading
Think Tank based in Brussels, the capital of the European Union (EU), focusing on
EU-Asia relations. His current and past directorships and of ices include mandates
as CEO, Managing Director, and Chairman of several companies and business
organizations in Belgium, Luxembourg, and the European Union.
He has a wide experience from diﬀerent corporate sectors such as the
pharmaceutical industry, real estate development, CSR, M & A, and management
services, in the EU as well as in Asia. He has particular long experience in South
Asia in particular.
The research and project activities of EIAS cover a wide range of issues for the
further development of EU-Asia relations, with a focus on trade, inance,
economics, industrial and technological innovation, R&D, education, migration,
sustainable development, geopolitics, and connectivity. In particular, EIAS also
focuses on identifying and developing long-term potentials and niche areas in EUAsia cooperation and with a major emphasis on FinTech, entrepreneurship, and
CSR.
EIAS also organizes training programs and capacity building activities for
government of icials, policymakers, civil society, and professionals from the
corporate sector on EU-Asia relations, with a speci ic focus on the European
institutions and its policies, as well as acting as a knowledge exchange platform
oﬀering academic and hands-on expertise on decision-making processes
especially in improving industrial, trade and investment partnerships in EU-Asia
cooperation.

Sara Koslinska
CEO & Co-founder
Limitless Fintech, Poland

Sara Koslinska is a CEO and co-founder of Limitless intech. One of Forbes
30under30, and a highly sought after speaker on the intech conference circuit
(including panels at Davos WEF, Money20/20 in Europe & Asia, Bloomberg
Roundtable, Paris Fintech Forum, and others).
Previously, she worked for startups including Rocket Internet's Foodpanda in
Singapore and an Israeli online platform and was running her B2B ventures. Sara
worked in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia, getting to know each aspect of the
startup ecosystem including setting up a non-gov Startup Poland, in cooperation
with Google, and running a corporate acceleration program for a Malaysian
Sovereign Wealth Fund. She was awarded Businesswoman of the Year in Poland
and Founder of the Year in the CEE region. Sara is also a highly visible advocate for
building diverse teams.

Dr. Shahid Mahmud
Chairman, Interactive Group of Companies
Trustee, Eisenhower Fellowships

Dr. Shahid Mahmud has a Ph.D. in Computer Sciences from Coventry University,
United Kingdom. He holds a Master's degree in Defense & Strategic Studies from
National Defense University, Islamabad, and an Engineering Degree from NED
University, Pakistan, and has more than 31 years of professional experience in the
ield of ICT.
He has served on various federal committees of the Government of Pakistan
addressing the formulation and implementation of the National Telecom and IT
policies. Mahmud is the 2016 Distinguished Eisenhower Fellow. He is also a Senior
Fellow, Global Think Tank Network (GTTN), and Co-Chair for ICT on the Corporate
Advisory Council of the National University of Science and Technology (NUST).
He is active in several philanthropic activities, working with youth-oriented and
community service projects such as Buraq Planetary Society, TRUCE, Begum
Mehmooda Welfare Trust, and Zubaida Khaliq Memorial Free Hospital. He has
been the founder director and shareholder of Paktel Limited, Indus Vision, Pak
Globalstar (Pvt) Limited, SHOA (Pvt) Limited, and Shaheen Pay TV (Pvt) Limited.
He has also served as a Director of Askari Bank for over six years. In recognition of
having spent his entire career in promoting IT in Pakistan, Mahmud was given the
Lifetime Achievement Award: at the 12th Teradata National IT Excellence Awards.

Prof. Jonathan Tavss
Adjunct Professor Media Ventures, Boston University
& Co-Founder, Kaleidoko Limited, USA

Jonathan Tavss is a global leader in marrying storytelling, business strategy,
consumer insight, and technology to ideate, manage, and launch solutions that
truly deliver.
Jonathan is sought out for globally strategic innovation, market intelligence,
product and content development, marketing, distribution strategy, and
partnership development advice for clients that range from Fortune 100 to
startups.
Over the decades, Jonathan has planned and directed operational transformations,
content initiatives, product development, and integrated campaigns, or been an
advisor, for companies including 21st Century Fox, Warner Bros., Disney, ABC,
OwnZones Media Network, ABS-CBN International, Real Medicine Foundation,
Altar Furniture, PromaxBDA, and Sporcle.
In addition to being a frequent speaker at media, entertainment, museum, and
retail conferences, Jonathan is also a Fellow of The RSA, a Professor for Boston
University's Masters in Media Ventures program, and a mentor for the Stubbs
Alderton Accelerator Program.

Sam Lee
Founder & CEO,
Blockchain Global Limited, Singapore

Sam Lee is the founder and CEO of Blockchain Global Limited. Under his vision
and leadership, the company has invested more than $300 million in 80
blockchain-enabled companies and projects. Blockchain Global is a leading
multinational enterprise which focuses on the commercialization of blockchain
technology through international blockchain investments, blockchain innovation
hubs, and network infrastructure services.
The company has advised governments in Australia, Montenegro, Pakistan, and
Japan towards the enactment of blockchain regulations and has invested and
helped developed a myriad of publicly listed companies, such as Path Corporation
(TYO: 3840), a leading Japanese blockchain-enabled intech company primarily
engaged in e-commerce.
In 2014, Mr. Lee founded the Blockchain Centre, the world's irst non-pro it
innovation hub dedicated to promoting blockchain education and awareness.
Blockchain Centre has partnered with relevant government stakeholders in
Australia, China, Russia, Lithuania, the U.S., and UAE; leading to the establishment
of physical blockchain technology knowledge hubs across a footprint of 16 cities.
Moreover, Blockchain Centre has signed an MOU with Austrade to cooperate
globally in promoting, hosting, and coordinating blockchain and digital economy
events, in addition to establishing strategic partnerships with technology giants
such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft, and IBM.
Mr. Lee is a prominent member of the industry, with multiple speaking
engagements and keynote addresses at international conferences, such as the
World Economic Forum, Future Investment Initiative, APAC Blockchain, and
Consensus. He is a frequent guest and blockchain commentator on Bloomberg,
CNN Money, CNBC, BBC, CCTV, The Australian, China Daily, and China Business
Network.

Wael Osman
CEO, RYTS Global & Pixonal Design,
UAE & Egypt

Wael Osman is a Policy and strategy expert, investor, who brings more than 29
years of solid government and private sector experience. Wael holds a Master's in
business administration from Maastricht School of Management, the Netherlands.
Wael is currently the CEO of RYTS Global, CEO of Pixonal Design, CEO of
Ghestberry, CEO of RYTS intelligence, and CEO of the Trandux trade. From 2005
till 2015 he used to work as a policy and strategy expert at the Executive Of ice of
HRH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the ruler of Dubai, vice president
and prime minister of UAE than at The Executive council (tec.gov.ae/en) the
center of government of Dubai chaired by Dubai Crown prince Sheikh Hamdan Bin
Mohammed Al Maktoum.
During these two entities, he contributed to many major national projects of
Dubai which signi icantly shaped Dubai as the city of the future and one of the
most dynamic cities. Wael also worked as director of strategy and expert of future
economies for The Department of Economic Development (DED.gov.ae).
Wael received many awards for his achievements including:
An award of achievement from H.E Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, Crown prince, Chairman of the Executive Council.
An award of achievement from H.E Mr. Said Al Tayer, chairman of infrastructure,
land, and environment ILE committee.
Award of achievement from the Dubai Government Excellence Program.

John Lee
Venture Capitalist &
Investor, USA & Asia

John is an executive and venture capitalist with an extensive track record of
founding, advising, and investing in the blockchain and eSports space. He is
currently on the board of directors and special strategy advisor to ES Force, the
second-largest independent eSports holdings company in the world, which owns
EPICenter, Virtus Pro, ruHUB, and Cybersports.com.
Most recently he was the founding Executive Chairman responsible for the Asia
Paci ic for ESL, the largest eSports league in the world. Currently, he is also a
board member at multiple sports-related ventures including DreamTeam, Elite
Fighting Network, FirstBlood.io, Kinguin, LiquidMeta, and ModernPick.
In addition to his aforementioned roles, John is also active in the blockchain space,
including advisory roles at Lykke AG, Blockchain Valley Ventures AG, Alpha Omega
Capital, Hoth Tech Mining, and True Global Ventures.
Earlier in his career, John was Chief Strategy Of icer (CSO) GigaMedia Ltd., a
NASDAQ listed media holding company, as well as CSO at Zenimax Media Ltd., one
of the ive largest privately held video game publishers globally. Prior to these
roles, he was an investment associate at Softbank Ventures Asia and a
management consultant at McKinsey & Company in their Seoul and Singapore
of ices.
John is a sought after speaker on the topics of eSports, Blockchain and Venture
Capital at high pro ile events including the Asia eSports Forum, Asia Blockchain
Summit, Digital Matters, the E3 Expo, the Global eSports Executive Summit
(GEES), GDC, Korea Blockchain Week, the rAsia Forum, Softbank Asia Investment
Forum, Sports Matters and Singapore Fintech Week, as well as has been quoted in
the past in global publications such as Business Week and Reuters.

Nathan Sivagananathan
Co-founder, Hatch & Partner, Patamar
Capital & Kimin Holdings, Sri Lanka

Nathan Sivagananathan is a successful strategist, entrepreneur, investor, and
innovator from Sri Lanka. He is currently a Partner at Patamar Capital, an early
and growth-stage venture capital. He is also Co-Founder of Hatch Sri Lanka's irst
integrated accelerator and incubator which supports the development of
entrepreneurship and small businesses.
Before moving into the venture capital and entrepreneurial space, Nathan served
as Chief Growth Of icer and board director at South Asia's largest apparel tech
company – MAS Holdings responsible for generating new business and growth
through innovation, investment, and automation. He was a driving force in taking
the company to its 2020 targeted US$ 2 billion two years ahead of schedule.
During his 21-year tenure at MAS, he led many successful strategic and
investment partnerships and spearheaded several local and international
expansions.
Nathan also sits on various boards of leading listed corporations in insurance,
investment, inancial services, and real estate. He is a member of YPO, a 2015
Eisenhower Fellow, and 2018 Kauﬀman Fellow. He has also been ranked no.1 in
the top 40 under 40 CEOs in one of Sri Lanka's leading business magazines.
Nathan has a unique passion for philanthropy work and co-founded the Colours of
Courage Trust and Trail to raise funds to uplift cancer treatment infrastructure in
Sri Lanka. He has walked the length of Sri Lanka twice in 2011 and again in 2016
harnessing the power of social media and crowdfunding raising over 14 million
US dollars to build cancer facilities in the North and South of Sri Lanka through
Trail. Nathan enjoys sports and outdoor activities, particularly golf.

Douglas Corley
Founder, DHB Global & CEO, Alaunius
Technologies & Global Panel Member,
MIT Technology Review

Douglas is a Beijing-based healthcare entrepreneur. He works to bridge solutions
to solve health system problems by bringing best-in-class technologies into
emerging economies. Selected roles: Founder & CEO, DHB Global, CEO, Alaunius
Technology, Global Panel Member, MIT Technology Review, Member, Druid
Collective, Mentor, Schwarzman Scholars.
DHB Global is a healthcare consulting irm that bridges leading pharma
technologies between China and the world. The team has 15+ years of experience
and has worked with leading multinational companies to bring new cancer
treatments and R&D projects into China. DHB Global works with 100+ hospitals
and research institutions in America as well as 150+ across Europe.
As COVID began to take hold, DHB Global was asked to join a task force at the
World Economic Forum and have since been working with 35 national
governments and Ministries of Health to source COVID response equipment.
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